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  In the preceding chapter，“The Pinkies（皿）”，1）the features of

Pinkie， the protagonist of Brighten Rock， are examined through the im-

age of fallen angels to clarify the specific components of Pinkie． The

purpose of this chapter is also to demonstrate the figuration of Raven，

the protagonist of A Gun for Sale，2） who is included in the family of'

“ the Pinkies ” by Greene， in order to expou・nd the characteristics of the

criminal' ≠獅?evil characters in the works of Graham Greene．

  Raven is represented as a cool professional killer who revenges him-

self for double-crossing and is embodied・similar to Pinkie as a charac-

ter． As mentioned above in the preceding chapter， Greene has com-

mented that Raven “ is a Pinkie who has aged but not grdwn up． The

Pinkies are the real Peter Pans” and“have something of a fallen angel

about them， a morality which once belonged to another place．” 3 ） “ A

motality ” superficially contradicts the cruel deeds of a killer； howevbr，

it is one of the specific pec， uliarities found in Raven， who discriminates

between justice and injustice． Another point is that he ．is a character

whose tendency towards humanization from dehumanization differenti-

ates hitn from Pinkie embodied as a character who has no possibility of

development in quality． The transition from a dehumanized predicament

to a humanized state， that is， from a deviated and・forlorn man to a

-humane． 4nd ordinary man， is a peculiar featurb of Raven． To， make his

inner growth clear， Greene applies the similes from and allusions to The

Snozv 2ueen by' Hans Andersen to the description of Raven． Another

advantage is the introductipn of the lines from Mand by Alfred Lord

Tennyson to give some motives to the development of Raven's feelings

and behaviour． By these clues and the investigation of Raven's・ revenge
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story， the peculiarities of Ravep and their inherent 'meanings are re-

vealed albng with the similarities and differences between Raven and

Pinkie．

  Raven's deformed lips imparting his parents' poverty and the chip of．

ice in his heart symbolize' his past and present existential condition．

The former is a symbol of the bitterness and misery he experiences and

the latter is of his inner frozen sensitivity， which is introduced in the

description of him in the scene where he and Anne pass each other for

the first time．

 The'man with the hare-lip came back down the street； fast walking hadn't

made 一him warm； like Kay in The Snow ezteen he bore the cold within him' as

he walked． ．．． The man hardly paused； he went on down the street， walking

fast； he felt no pain from the chip of ice in his breast． （p． 9）

  The cold， or the chip of ice Raven has，皿eans he is a Kay who gets in

his eyes and heart the splinters of the Devil's． glass． lri The Snow eueen，

the hearts into which the evil splinters entered change into “ lumps of

ice．” 4） When Kay gets the splinters of Devil's glass in his heart and

eyes， he becomes a clever and a皿oying boy who“would mimic the

ways of everyone in the' street， especially if they were odd or un-

pleasapt，'” ‘f would always find fault and argue ” and would 1'ike games

“so scientific and practical．” 5） He changes from an affectionate， con-

siderate bQy 'to a fault-finding， ratio．nal boy． For example， Kay comes to

conclude that snow flakes are much more beautiful and interesting than

real flowers． Kay， who is fascinated with the beauty of snow and，who is

eventually captivated by the Snow 9品目en， becomes， by her kiss colder

than ice， the dweller in the lake of the Snow 9ueen's palace， no longer

feeling the cold． The lake is called the Mirror of Reason and Kay is in-

dulged in “the icy game of reason．” 6） Kay's heart “was hardly mdre

than a lump of ice，”7 ） and because he is “ stiff and still，” “ anyone might

have thought that he was frozen to ddath．”8） So the chip of ice leads to

this dehumanized situation of Kay and this is wher6 Raven lives now， as

a “ sour bitter screwed-up ”9） outlaw．
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  One of the characteristics of Raven is that he is proud of'his educa-

tion at the home where he spent his boyhood and repeats that he is edu-

cated． Raven has certainly got abililty to think reasonably and rational-

ly， especially concerning Christianity， and consequently， he feels m，ad

about the sentiment of Christmas．iO） Like Pinkie， Raven has some

knowledge of Christianity，but while Pinkie believes only in Hell and is

proud of his ability for damnation， Raven has got a sense of fair play，

so he sympqthizes with only a double-grossed ，Christ． He is now wat，ch-

ing The Holy Family in the Windows of a religious shop．

  Love， Charity， Patience， Humility 一一he was educated； he knew all about

those virtues； he'd seen what they were worth． They twisted everything；

even that stoty in there， it was historical， it had happened， but they twisted

it to their own purposes． They made him a God because they could feel fine

about it all， they didn't have to consider theinselves responsible for the raw

deal they'd given hi皿． He'd consented， hadn't he？That was the argument，

because he could have called down ‘a legion of angels' if he'd wanted to

escape hanging there． On your life he could， he thought with bitter lack of

faiths just as easily・as his own father taking the drop at Wandsworth could

have saved himself when the．trap opened． He stood there with his face

against the glass waiting for somebody to deny that reasoning， staring at the

swaddled child with a horrified tenderness， ‘the little bastard'， because he

was educated and knew what the child ・was in for． the double-cross一
                                              '

ing Judas and only one man to draw a knife on his side when the Roman

soldiers came ，for him in the garden． （p． 106）

  His antipathy t．owards． Christianity derives from people's intention of

distorting the historical fact and from． their indifference to double-cross-

ing． A．'A． De Vitis also interprets that Raven's attitude to Christianity

expresses “a sense of loss， a feeling of inadequacy， life without justice

or pity．” ii） His antipathy thus signifies that Raven， a' モ盾盾?killer， has an

acute sense of justice like fallen' angels that once gained a sense of

morality． His sense of justice or of injustice is based on class-con-

sciousness and on a sense of fellowship． Raven “had been betrayed by

the lawless ”i2） of his own kind， and by his own class：for example， Mr．

Davis （namely， Cholmondeley） and his boss Sir Marcus who order

Raven to kill the old'minister and pay hilエ1 the stolen notes， his board一
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ing house bwner and hiS employee who betray his・ lips to the police， and

Dr．．Yogel and his nurse who try to inform on him． Raven is clever and

，reasonable enough to justify his own murder of the old minister and his．

secretary； nevertheless， he believes this kind of double-crossing or in-

justice is even more evil．

  He was shocked by it just as he had been shocked by Mr．．Cholmondeley's

duplicity． He felt no guilt about the old War Minister， he vias one of the

great ones of the wofld， one of those who ‘sat'， he knew all the right words，

he was educated， ‘in the chief seats at the synagogues'， and if he was some-

times a little worried by the memory．Qf the secretary's whisper through'the

imperfectly shut door， he could always tell himself that he had shot her in

self-defenCe． But this was evil： that people of the same ClaSs should prey on

each other． （p． 108）

  His word “ evil ” indicates his strong sense of justice， which moreover

expounds his moral attitude beyond the realm bf right and wrong and

ov6r to the realm of good and evil， where fallen angels once belonged．

Raven， being double-ctossed from the people of his own class， feels ex-

cluded from everyone． ln this meaning he is forlorn and almost dead

like Kay in the cold frozen lake of “ Reason ” of the Snow 9ueen， en-

closed by only the sense of unfairness and the intention to revenge him-

self for the double-crossing．

  Anne Crowder breaks the enclosure of dehumanization into which

Raven has strayed with her natural friendliness， showipg no repulsion to

his lips， and eventually her frank friendlines＄ causes the frozen heart of

Raven to melt， like Gerda who saves Kay from the world of ice．

  In order to esca'pe from the police pursuit Raveri threatens ， Anne to

get her ticket by using the automatic， but she does not behave as he ex-

pects， and unnerves him．

  ．．．but smiled as well as she could with her mouth full．耳e said，‘Iwant

your ticket． The police are after me． 1'II do anything to get your ticket．'

  She swallowed the bread in her mouth and began to cough． She said， ‘For

God's sake， hit me on the back．' He nearly Qbeyed her； she'd got him rattled；

he wasn't used to normal life and it upset his nerve． （p． 47）
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“ lt was normality he couldn't cope with ” i3） because he has never ex一

perienced a normal family life and has never felt ordinary natural feel-

ings of people． He is an abandoned child， like Pinkie and Peter Pan as

clarified in the preceding chapter， and he doesn't know any love of par-

ents or people because of his parents' death and his boyhood in the

home． He has been deformed in his environme' 獅煤D Therefore， Raven near-

ly lgses his confidence when he meets Anne's natural friendliness． Hear-

ing Anne sing to keep up her spirits when she is shut up in a specula-

tor's house， Raven begins to shed tears， an indication of his possibility

of changing． There is also a scene where Pinkie weeps hearing a song

from the movie． Pinkie's reaction to music reveals his whole lost world

and his wish to get limitless freedom， which he can never get hold of． ln

the case of Rav．en， music plays the role of warm stimulation that causes

his cold frozen heart to melt．

  He said， ｝ 1've heard that tune．' He couldn't remember一 where： ・he remem-

bered a dark night and a cold wind and hunger and the scratch・of a needle．

It was as if something sharp and cold were breaking in his heart with great

pain． He sat there under the sink with the automatic in his hand and began

to cry． He made no sound， the tears seemed to run like flies of their own

will fro皿the corners of his eyes．（P．52）  ．       一

  Raven's reaction to music shows that he has begun to change painful-

ly in his heart． However， the chip of ice， which results from hatred to-

wards his parents and fear for merciless treatment in the home， is too

hard to melt away． Even the thought of the possibility of Anne's believ-

ing．him and not betraying him， makes him fee1皿easy because he

wasn' ?used to any taste that wasn't bitter on the tongue． He had been made

by hatred； it had constrqcted him into this thin smoky murderous figure in

the rain， hunted and ugly． His mother had borne him when his father was in

gaol， and six years later when his father was hanged for another crime， she

had c'ut her own throat with a kitchen knife； afterwards there had been the

home． He had never felt the lea'st tenderness for anyone； he was made in

this image and' ??had his own odd pride in the result； he' didn't want to be

unmade： H6 had a sudden t'errified conviction that he must be himself now

as neyer before if he was to escape． （pp， 76-77）
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  Greene has e皿ployed the childhood trauma to construct the figure of

Raven and has皿ade him cool and intelligent enough to underStand his

own identity with “ an odd pride ” to go on， like Pinkie． Raven's image

or his reality is not his fault： “ he has been made in this image．” Raven

doesn't feel ashamed of his deformed lips， his uglinesS， eyen though he

gets' bitterness from the people who notice it． To him ugliness means

something ，morally offensive or repulsive． He feels hatred towards． his

mbther who did not'conceal her suicide trying “to lock the door so as I

shouldn't see． And after that， there was a Home． ．．． You'd say that was

ugly too， but it wasn't ugly as that was．i'i4） And' he compares his cruel

deeds with hers：“He'd done some ugly things in his time， he told him-

self， but he'd never been able to equal that ugliness．”i5） He also per-

ceives that the killing between the gangsters is not ugly but “ Funny

thing is， it wasn't ugly．'It was natural ”i6） and even his．shooting the

minister's 'secretary isn't uglyi7） because it could be his self-defence．

Therefore， ugliness certainly connotes almost the sa皿e as皿orallY offen-

sive deprivation of tenderness and love； that is， for Raven it represents

the dehumanized state in which he has belonged．

  It is Anne's behaviour that shocks Raven with astonishment when he

learns Anne didn't go to the police and betray him． H．e feels secret pain-

ful joy in his heart， though he tries to be once again himself made of

hatred． ln the following scene in a garage his swaying， heart is described

with an image of “dagget of ice ” melting， introducing some lines from

Mazid by A． L： Tennyson． Raven finds shelter in a stranger's garage．

  ．．． it was obviously not used for a car， 一but only to house a pram， a child's

playground and a few dusty dolls and bricks． Raven took shelter there； he

was cold through and through except in the one spot that had lain frozen all

his life． That dagger of ice was melting with great pain． He pushed the ga-

rage gate a little further open； he had no wish to appear furtively hiding if

anyone passed along the river beat； anyone might be excused for sheltering

in a stranger's garage from this storm， except， of course， a man wanted by

the police with a hare-lip． （p． 77）

  In Brighton Rock there is also a scene set in a'garage， as examined in

the preceding chapter， where Pinkie hiding himself． from the gangsters
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feels only hatred towards the security and happiness of an ordinary

citizen family life， designated by a do11， a pram， and a broken rocking

horse． Raven， on the bthεr hand， shelters there and wants to apFlear Ilot

as a man hiding furtively from the police， but as an ordinary man

sheltering from the storm． In this point the garage scene demonstrates

an 6vident differe．nce between Raven and Pillkie． Raven accepts and

affirms an ordinary life and wishes to be someone accustomed to natural

life and the friendliness of othefs， which he perceives in the attit血de of
                        ロ                                                                                                                へ

Anne． HQwever，1istening to the lines of．Mazid from the radio iR the coid

garage he remembers repulsive deeds of parents and others who depress．

ed him．

A shadozv flits before me，

ハlot thOZt，伽巌6姐伽∫

Ah Chri'3ち細読膨rθρo∬ible

For one short hour to see

The souls we Zoved， that they might telZ us

What and where they be．

 He dug his nails into his hands， reme皿bering his father who had been

hanged and his mother who had killed herself in the basement kitchen， all

the long parade of those who had done him down． The elderly cultured

Civil Service voice read on： i

        And 1 loathe the s4uares and streets，

        五雇伽！伽5伽彦。πθ〃2θ6∫5，

        Hearts with no love for me ． ．

 He th6ught： give her time and she too will go to the pblice． That's what

always happens in the end with a skirt， '

酢

一My whole soul out to thee

trying to freeze again， as hard and safe as ever， the icy fragment． （p． 78）

These linesi8） express strong aSpiration 6f the affl'icted and oppressed

hero in Maud for his beloved and of the days neVer retrieved， which

'shows “ Gr．eene's uncanny ability．”i9） And this sense of being never re一'
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trieved recalls Raven's memories of the people to whom Raven has a

paradoxical obsession， and his heart sways from a Secret longing for

trust in Anne to a distrust of heg． Especially the line “Ah， Christ， that it

were possible” flashes across his mind repeatedly at an impediment and

imparts his true wishes that cannot be fulfilled．

  This aspiration for trust is appeased and eventually tejected in the

scene of the night in a small workmen's shed between the lines in the

station yard． ln this scene the dual role of Anne is gradually revealed．

Q， ne is the role of Gerda and the other is that of the Snow 9ueen． She is，

also the femme fatale20） in the meaning ・that her acceptance and betrayal

of Raven leadS to his change and growth and simultaneously to his

death． Concerning Anne's tole there is another interpretation that

through A皿e， the Judas theme is embodied，21）but it． may be'emphasiz-

ing only her betrayal， neglecting Raven's trust of het that causes his

heart to change．

  At first Anne accepts his ugly deformed lips， “．Y． ou are all right”，22）

which causes Raven's tears and she makes her words certain， “1 like

you， ．．． 1'm your friend一，” “ 1'm not going to the pQlice． ．．． 1 promise you

I won't． '1 like you as well as any man-except my friend，”23） “ You can

trust me all right．”24） These words bringl dee' ?happiness to Raven who

is now awaked into the natural human affection resulting from mutual

trust， just as Gerda can thaw the lump of ice away in Kay's heart with

her hot tears of friendship and love．25） The warm feelings of human re-

lationships for the first time fill him with calmness and contentment and

he wishels to express fully his trust．

   N

 He brooded over his memories with a low passionate urge towards confesL

sion． There had never in his life been anyone he could trust till now． He

said， ‘You dbn't mind hearing these things？' and listened with a curious

deep haPpiness to her reply， ‘We are friends．' He said， ‘This is the best

night 1've ever had．' But there were things he still couldn't tell her． His

happiness was incomplete till she knew everything， till he had shown his

trust completely． He didn't want to shock or pain her； he led slowly towards

the central revelation． （pp． i 52-153）

In the dark， Raven confesses to Anne everything that has been in his
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mind， every cruel， feat and deed he has endured and committed， from the

death of his parents and niiserable boyhood to．the murder of the old

minister whose death might cause a new war．・

  The 'mtirder of the old minister， especially， ，is the cause of his sense of

guilts which is expressed in the description， “ the death of the minister

lay， ．．． like・ an albatross round his neck．”26） This expression alludes to

“the albatross／About my neck was hung，” by S． T． Coleridge27） and im-

plies a sign of guilt derived from the deed of killing the albatross， the

pious bird of good omen．28） This image of ah albatross round the neck

usually signifies a sense of guilt，29） and it imparts Raven's guilty feel-

ing towards the death of the minister which derived from his ignorance

of the real figure of the minister who m4kes efforts to take care of the

Slum people the same clas．s as Raven． Raven also hasn't coinprehended

that his drime helps Sir Marcus with his increasing wealth ．because of

the rise of the munition shares by the death of the old minister．

  Raven's feeling of regret and sorrow-for his guilt is expressed in one

of his dreams in the dark cold shed． ln the dream Raven is a child with

a catapult in his hands whQ weeps at not being able to shoot the old

minister and the minister says， “ C Shoot， dear child． We'11 go home

together． Shoot．”30） The minister's words suggest forgiveness of Raven's

guilt and the peace of trust of a family life； the peace “ like going to

・1eep f・・a1・ng whi1・．”31）Ab・ut thi・d・ea皿，・・peci・11y th・頭・i・t・・'・

words： “ Shoot， dear child． We'11 go home together． Shoot，” Kunkel has

appropriately made ari interesting interpretation that the old minister is

Christ who would be crucified to save all people132） So it can be proper-

ly said these words suggest that Raven would be atoned for and ren-

dered an absolution．

  Anne， in the role of a priest， hearing Raven's confession of murdering

the minister and his secretary， feels repulsion towards him but， conceal-

ing her true feelings， she again reassures her friendship， “ 1'm not going

to leave you．”33） Believing her words， Raven， putting her' cold hand

against his innshaven cheek， expresses his satisfaction and gratitude：

“It feels good to trust someone with'everything．”34） His behaviour is an

indication of his capability for humbleness， trustfulness and tenderness

as a human being． Raven has stepped into his new region of the world
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as can be seen in the following quotation．

  ．．． the cultivated unlived voice of the elderly critic reading Maud ‘ Oh， that

'twere possible after long grief， while he stood in the garage and felt the ice

皿elt．at his heart with a． sen『e qf pain and strangene5s・It was as if he were

passing the' モ浮唐狽盾高?of a land he had never entered before and would never

be able to leave： （p． 206）

  He has become humanized． Georg M， A． Gaston explains about his

change that “he has a capacity to be emotionally influenced by other

people．”35） Or．another interprets his change as “a curious growth in

Raven．” 36） And Peter Wolfe applies “ his rebirth ” to his change．37）

This new Raven is clearly different from Pinkie， who rejects all

chance' ?to understand and' accept the pure Iove of Rose and like Peter

Pan， to be an Everyman of the ordinary in the world． Whereas Raven

has been changed ahd has accepted a chance to be qn Everyman， even

though this chahge is based on the fictitious beariri'g of Anne． 一

  Hiding her' repulsion， Anne decides to go on with Raven and let him

revenge'himself upon Mr． Davis and Sir Marcus and eventually stop a

War． Her hidden coldness is exemplified in her cool conclusion about

sacks whieh exposed Raven's tenderness to her during the cold night：

“．．． but sh6 'felt no pity at all． He was just a' wild animal who had to be

・dealt with carefully and then destroyed． ‘Let him freeze，' she

thought，”38） which projects a subtle image of the Snow 9ueen who

freezes Kay almost dead and makes him no longer feel cold in the world

of ice where Kay forgetS himself to be human． lt is natural that Anne in

the end shouid bettqy Raven to the police and drive him to death be-

cause of hatred towards him， though “ she couldn't help remembering

the hut， the cold， the pile of sacks， his complete and hopeless trust．”39）

So it might be properly said that the femme fatale． @A皿e， in Raven's

career， plays an important role to develop Raven into a mote varied and

complicated' figure， compared to the unchanged figure of Pinkie．

  The deaths of both'Raven and Pinkie are similar in the consequences

that result from their cri皿es and being cornered by the police， but in the
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meaning of their deaths， they are a little different from each other． Pin-

kie， with his image of ・a child， badgered， confused， betrayed，40） abruptly

meets his 'death and doesn't exactly know why and how his own death

comes， though he tries to do a false double-suicide． Raven also meets

his death unexpectedly because of Anne's betrayal， but he understands

the reasop of his death or can perceive the meaning of his own death．

He accepts his death as an exit from the reality of his hopeless life．且e

has to Shoo' ?Mr． Davis， because “ There was no other way；' he had tried

the way of confession， and it had failed him for the usual reason． There

was po one' putside your brain whom you could trust： not a doctor， not a

priest， not a woman．”4i） But unlike Pinkie and Peter Pan， “ with a cu-

rious humility， with almost a sense of companionship in his loneli-

ness，”42） Raven reeognizes himself to be an ordinary man who fails for

th6 usual reason．： believing a woman， though he has a strong aspiration

for what he has not been given， for what would have been different from

his real life：‘‘Ah， Ch rist／that it were possible 'l knowing and facing his de・

spair and death． He cannot escape “the commonest betrayal．”

  He was only aware of a pain and despair which was more like a complete

weatiness than anything else． He couldn't work up any sourness， any bitter-

ness， at his betrayal． ．．． A h， Christ！ that it ze，ere possible， but he had been

marked from his birth for this end， to be betrayed in turn by everyone until

every avenue into life was safely closed： by his mother bleeding in the

basement， by the chaplain at the home， by the shady doctor off Charlotte

Street． How could he have expected to have escaped the commonest be-

trayal of all： to go soft on a skirt ？ ．．． The only problem when you were once

born was to get out of life more neatly and expeditiously than you had en-

tered it． For the first time the idea of his mother's suicide came to him with-

out bitterness， as he reluctantly fixed his aim and Saunders shot him in the

back through the opening door． Death came to him in the form of unbear-

able pain． lt was as if he had to deliver this pain as a woman delivers a

child． and he sobbed and moaned in the・effort． At last it came out of him
    ，

and he followed his only child into a vast desblation． （pp． 207-208）

  “ His only child ” evidently means his death， and death is a rational

and natural result of his life lived in despair of having no exit． However，

“a child” connotes a'new cOming span bf time and this suggestion of
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new time is a specific feature found ．in 'Rayen when compared with

Pinkie's death 6f abruptly going into nothing． Moreover， in this mean-

ing of new coming life， a i child suggests a hint of natural conclusion

attributed to an Everyman living in his inevitable environment and then

leaving his descendant after a natural course of his time． Peter Wolfe

also calls Raven's final moments “a dying 一 into 一 life．” ．43） And converse-

ly there is an opinion that Raven's death has no meaning．44） ln the case

of Pinkie， Greene has added， after Pinkie's death the scene of the

church where the priest tells of the mercy of God that human beings

'cannot understahd， in o'rder to give a hint of salvation of Pinkie． ln this

point Rav6n is to be a co血plete character in literature and Pinkie is a

character tq be completed in a religious aspect． Georg M． A． Gaston

appropriately explains' this difference between them that Raven escapes

from his past and Pinkie escapes from religious salvation．45）

'

  If should be concluded， from what has been exami，ned above， that in

close inspection there ． are deep differences between Raven and Pinkie

who． are superficially similar as criminal and evil characters attributed

with the qualities of fallen angels and Peter Pan． One of the repaarkable

peculiarities' of・ Raven is that his character has grown from a dehuman-

ized man into a human being when he recognizes himself as an Every-

man of the ordinary with capability for love and being betrayed． This is

aspecific quality， co皿pared with Pinkie， found in Raven， which man-

ifests itself in the course of Raven's inner growth．

  In the next chapter， it is necessary to expound other evil characters

represented in A Gun for Sale and Harry Lime in The Third Man． The in-

vestigation of them will lead to further clarification of evil and evil

characters in the works of Graham Greene．
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